**Baseball showcase guidelines for allowing spectators:**

NO more than (25) spectators for EACH team

EACH TEAM will be required to submit a LIST of NO more than (25) spectator names

EACH team will coordinate their (25) Spectators completed COVID waiver prior to event

IF THE SPECTATORS NAME IS NOT on the list – they cannot enter

If at any time more than (50) spectators are in the ballpark – we will ask people to leave – in order to bring the occupancy down to (50)

We will CLEAR the ballpark **entirely** after EVERY GAME

Each team will need to submit a NEW list of (25) spectators PER game – EVEN IF THEY HAVE ALREADY attended one of the games

Spectators will be charged DAILY but still must be on the Spectator list to enter game.

Spectators WILL NOT be allowed to enter the gates until the ballpark is empty from the previous game

Entry will be no earlier than (15) min prior to confirmed game time – all spectators must leave immediately after each game

NO re-entry policy will be enforced – once in the ballpark spectator will need to stay – if they leave, they cannot re-enter – until their name appears on another game list

Only (3) coaches per dugout – official scorer/live stream will count as one of the (25) spectators per team

NO bathrooms available for those standing outside the gates/not on the spectator list

**SPECTATORS:** will ENTER/EXIT the far-left main gate – spectators can sit in sec 106,107,108,109 - ALL OTHER areas of the ballpark will be closed/off limits – NO SPECTATORS are to field foul balls – they must stay within the defined sections. These sections will be shaded in the afternoon so please dress and plan accordingly.

**TEAMS:** ALL TEAMS will ENTER/EXIT the far-right main gate – sit in section 111 and 112 while waiting to take the field – ALL TEAMS will **ENTER/EXIT** the field via section 111 field access door.